
GOSAU - RUSSBACH - ANNABERG

Bruno’s quiz rally
Listen up all of you puzzle bears:

there’s a bear of a reward waiting

for you at the end of my quiz rally.

But you have to answer some tricky

questions beforehand, let me tell

you how:

You will find a question at every

experience station in Bruno’s moun-

tain world. Follow the loop trail first 

and then up the mountain. You will 

enjoy some adventures and learn a 

lot more about my animal friends. If 

you pay special attention, you will 

have no problems answering the 

questions – the answer is always a 

number*). Once you have collected 

all of the numbers, you will be able 

to decipher my reward code!

*) The number you are

looking for is always in

a red field.

17. Panorama swing

Leave all your cares behind! If you lie

in the swing and look up at the sky

dreamily, you will discover

the number …

16. Alpine flower garden

Look for Johanniskraut (St. John’s

wort) in the Alpine flower garden to

find the number!

21. Ibex arena
How high is the Dachstein? Enter the

altitude – the first digit is also the

number

meters

20. Tree house

Watch how Moritz the squirrel climbs

up into the tree house and do

exactly what he does! What rung are

you standing on at the end?

It will reveal the right number …

Moritz climbs: 3 rungs up,

1 down, 2 up, 1 up, 4 down

18. Photo point “picture frame”
Take a look at the photo point and count

the number of letters that are cut out on

the left side of the frame.

A little tip: it’s the name

of our region …
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Time for your reward!

You’ve nearly finished: Add all of the

21 numbers together and write the

result here …

Take this reward code to the top

station of the Hornbahn where you

can collect a gift!

19. Nutcracker flight

Fly with my friend the nutcracker and

watch exactly what he does! Did you

discover the number?



1. Long jump

How far can my friend Diego jump?

meters

2. Red Bulls – Shoot your shot

Shoot and then look for my number!

It’s hiding in the ice hockey goal …

3. Photo point “picture frame”

Which three villages make up our

region? Take a good look at the photo

point and you will find the right

answer!

• Gosau, Rußberg, Annabach (6)

• Gosau, Rußbach, Annaberg (2)

• Gosberg, Rußau, Annabach (8)

Insert the correct number

(in brackets) here.

4. Alpine pasture concert 

“Fuchs, du hast die Gans gestohlen”: 

which bell do you strike on the word 

“Gans”? (You will find the right

number on the back of the bell)

5. Span

What is the wingspan of Susi, the

golden eagle?

meters

6. Bullish panorama

What is the number on Rob’s shirt? 

7. Tracking

There are the shadows of three 

animals hidden in the forest after 

the station. Which one is missing?

• Bear (5) • Deer (2) • Fox (4) • Hare (9)

8. Hans the nutcracker

How many % of his hidden provisions 

does Hans find again after winter? 

9. Bird memo

There are birds hiding after the station. 

Which one is not part of the bird memo?

• Chaffinch (7)  • Goldfinch (9)

• Raven (3)   • Great tit (1)   

10. Bruno’s rest area

I’ve hidden a number near the

panorama lounger. Can you find it?

13. Ant obstacle course

Balance along the obstacles and you

will discover 5 numbers. Add them

together – and what’s

the result?

11. Fossil sand pit

I’ve hidden a number in the fossil

sand pit too! But don’t worry, you

don’t have to dig in the

sand to find it …

15. Bird’s nest

Climb into one of the bird’s nests and

you will see the number! But I won’t

tell you which one …

12. Emma the giant ant

How many legs do insects have?

Count them on Emma!

legs

14. Anthill

How many times their own body

weight can an ant carry?

-times

%


